MEN AND WOME1N
WOMEN IN MATAPUQUIO

. This paper has two aims: first, to illustrate how
hmv spatial distribution
in the village of Matapuq.do
Matapuqtito defines the woman's role and how symbolically
symbolical~ it
represents or encompasses the ideal expression of this role; sfc)nd, to analyse how
the Peruvian land reform is affecting the woman's role complex ;" represented
in the spatial distribution of the woman's domain.
The paper is written after eighteen months fieldwork in 1976 and 1977
in Peru's southern sierra or high mountain region. iI'he
The objective was to'
study the impact of Peruvian land reform on the traditional Indian community
of the sierra. In Latin America, this land reform is second only to that of
Cuba in its scope. The reform legislation was first passed in 1968; it was
first implemented on the sugar and rice plantations of the coast and ha~ only
come into effect in the sierra in the last three or four years. The final
land expropriation took place in June 1976. The hacienda at PincQs
Pinco,s with which
this paper will be concerned, was not expropriated until 1974.
(A hacienda
is a large landed estate owned, though rarely operated; by a white hacendado.)
,~--""".""""""-,~--""".""""""--

We chose the village of 'Matapuquio
Matapuquio for study because it lies ina very
remote area of the southern sierra, an area with virtually no ethnographic
documentation. Matapuquio lies in the Department of Apurimac, a department
known for its peasant uprisings and land occupations. The area seemed to
present an example of an independent peasant character existing within an
area of many unsolved land tenure problems. On closer examination we found
,that
- that of all the haciendas in the Department of Apurimac, the one at Pincos
we,s
relatively uncompli
uncompliwas the most lucrative. Pincos also provided us with a relative~
cated one-to-one relationship where the Indians of one community provide the
entire work force for one hacienda, or as it is now, one co-operative. Though
reality did not prove to be as simple as this, it was convenient-for
convenient'for us to try
to limit the variables involved.
The status of Hatapuquio
Matapuquio as an independent village is also important to
the analysis. Though surrounded by hacienda~owned
hacienda~owned land the actual village
does not lie within the boundaries of the territory mvned by the hacendado,
Hans DUda. Consequently, labourers at the former hacienda worked~more
worked--more or-less
by choice. (They were not among the .s.219nos
.s.21onos class who were forced to work at
the haciendas because their homes were situated on hacienda lands.) The
communeros from Matapuquio worked at the hacienda at Pincos for two reasons:
t;os~ur~rights
boundt;os~ur~rights to pasture lands which did lie within the hacienda's bound
aries and to earn money, the wages at Pincos being some of the highest in the
sierra.
The

s~~

The village of Matapuquio is located between Andahuaylas and Abancay in
the valley of Pincos. There are four former haciendas situated in the valley
bottom, one of which is Pinc
os. All four of,these
of- these haciendas'were
haciendas' were owned pre
prePincos.
viously by one family, the Trelles family who, before the land reform, owned
virtually all of the pr'ovince
p~ovince of Abancay and much of the province of Andahuaylas.
Matapuquio is situated on the mountain side one thousand metres above Pincos
straight up. Pincos lies at 2000 metres above sea level (6000 feet) while the
village is spread over the mountain side between three and four thousand
metres above sea level (9000-12000 feet). Because of the extreme slope of the
valley, horizontal distance is not great but obviously vertical distance is.
The extreme variation in altitude has a great effect on the existing
agriculture. Pincos, in the valley bottom, lies within a semi-tropical cli
climate. Here the fields are relatively flat and can be irrigated all year
round from the Pinc
The crops are sugar cane andci true' fOO
f.ru.i ts , neither
Pine os
08 River.
of which are traditional Indian,
P.roduotion is concentrated on the
Indiarr crops.. Produotion
sugar oane whioh is planted so as to ensure a steady
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work-load of constant planting and harvesting in rotation from field to field.
Labour need~ are thus constant.
A thousand metres up, in the village, the agricultural situation is
quite different. From about 3000-3700 metres corn, which is the most highly
valued crop in the village, can be grown along with wheat and barley. Corn
requires irrigation, the irrigation system being based on a number of springs
or E~~iqs
E~~iqs located high up in the village.
Because of warmer temperatures
the corn grown in the lower regions of the village requires almost four
months less to mature than does the corn grown in the higher regions of the
village. This will be seen to have a definite influence on the women living
in the different parts of the village. The region from about 3700 metres up
to 4000 metres is the potato belt, an unirrigated region partially located
subon hacienda lands. A great variety of potatoes are grown. They form a sub
stantial part of the diet but do not have as great a value as corn simply
beoause corn has barter value. It is used in exchange for onions, beans and
supplementary grains, and occassionally is sold for cash.
So far we have a picture without contour; a village lying flat up a
vertical slope. However the image of a valley bottom, a mountain top, and a
village situated on the conneoting slopeis far too simple to describe
diagadequately the spatial distribution of the village. Matapuquio is out diag
onally by a deep gorge. This gorge is oontinually deepening due to erosion,
espeoially evident during the rainy season. Since early colonial times the
Andean slopes have been deforested, and there is nothing to hold back the
soil which is washed down to the Pincos River and from there to the Amazon
maniand the sea. The gorge divides the village in two and is a physical mani
festation of the dual social organization existing in the village. About
half the village population lives above the gorge in the part known as
Antaocasa and about half lives below in the part called Matapuquio. Each
half has its own school, its own magistrates and its own separate past'lre
lands. The principle of arlogamy is operative in both parts. The degree of
intermarriage between the two sectors is limited largely to the bordering
barrios or wards.
As most of the literature on the Incan state and on the present day
QuechuaIndians discusses the existence of moieties within the traditional
organIndian communities, it was not surprising to find such a principle of organ
ization present in Matapuquio. What did stand out however was the clarity
with which the terrain reflected this principle. Locality here is always
~bi~ (or
expressed in terms of higher and lower; a little bit higher, ~bi~
ab~i to (or ~in in Quechua;.
~ in Quechua), a little bit lower, ab~ito
Quechu~. It is
never expressed in terms of right and left, of horizontal contiguity, or of
points of the compass, but always in terms of relative altitude.
Paralleling this are markedly different characterisations of those
living above in Antaccasa, and of those living below in Matapuquio. Those
old-fashioned, as inclined
from Antaccasa are stereotyped as being much more old-fashioned,as
to stick together, as having a greater sense of community spirit; those in
the lower village as being more progressive, more independent and much more
suspioious.
suspioiOW'l.
The Woman'

~

Domain Within the Spatial. Setting

Up to this point I have attempted to construct the framework within
which the woman's role is played. The woman's position in relation to man i~
influenced first and foremost by the bilateral kinship system of the Quechjf.
The basic principles of bilateral kinship emphasize both father's and mother's
family as being of equal importance; both family lines are perceived to be on
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position~
Residence may be p~trilocal
p~trilocal or matrilocal in the first Years of marriage but
the ideal is neo-locality after the first fer, years of married life. Most
their parents,
important of all is that men and women inherit equally from both their
th cattle and fields that a.re her
which means that a woman enters marriage Hi
\Vith
private property. The husband-wife relationship is often coloured by how much
material wealth each brings to the partnership. This seems to have some
influence on residence patterns ~ .
inherThe division of labour between the sexes underlines the principles inher
ent in the bilatera.l kinship system. Though individual' ownership of land and
considered a. joint responsi
responsianimals is always present, agricultural work is consid,ered
bility.
bili ty. Men and Women together prepare, irrigate, plough and finally plant the
fields. Both the male and the female principle 'are necessary to planting •. The
man drives the. oxen and steers the plough while the woman. plants the seed. The
symbolic .implicatio.nsneed
,implicationsneed hardly be pointed out. Harvesting is a joint effort
talk!) and the grains.
as well; the men dig up t.he potato plants, cut the corn B talkn
shUck thecorn,and
thecorri, and winnow the grain. Most
The women gather the potatoes, shuck
important of all however, the women store
store the produce in a room of the house
which only
only they can enter. The produce is sorted into what should be used for
consumption and for barter, and what should be stored for next year's seeds.
This is the woman's job, the woman's
woman' s priority. She has the ultimate control
over the produce.

The need for complementary effort in agriculture is expressed in the
given to a newly married couple. Where the woman
v/oman receives from her
gifts giveA
family two cups, two plates, and two spoons, one each for herself and her
husband, the husband receives ;from his familY-two 'lampos or digging sticks and
two picks, one for himself ,and one for};ds·\v.i!e. • The girl's mother, however pro
pro(guinea
vides corn, potatoes, wheat, chickens and ~ <
guinea pig) sufficient for
their first year's needs.
Vvhereas the greatest amount of agricultural activity shared equally by
Whereas
men and women occurs in the mid-latitude between
betvveen valley bottom and mountain
top, the pasturelands lie at the top of the spatial continuum and represent an
area more specifically associated,
associated,with
vvi tli the woman's domain. The herding of
cattle is an occupation strongly associated with
\iYi th women and with children and
young adults of both sexes. Every morning the Homen
women leave for the heights
with their animals: cows,sheep,. goats and pigs, which are grazing animals in
Peru
Peru.•.' In. the evening they J;'eturn
return to their homes in the village to prepare the
allovled to
COHS and the
evening meal. Only women ar,e
ar~ allowed
the milking <?f
~f the cows
.e;'i.s
goats and it is their responsibility to make cheese from the milk. Checs
Chec~e(Ls
a highly valued part of the diet. Through _the management of her animals a woman
has the possibility of acquiring money. Whereas agriculturaJ, crops are
otheragri'cul tural crops, ,vi
vd.. th corn as the medium or
exchanged largely for otheragri'cultural
neighbarter, animals are sold for cash; eithei' to neighbour s or friends ,. to neigh
torins of Huancarama
Huancarama. and .Andahuaylas.
bouring villages or even to the more distant towns
Andahuaylas.
It is through careful animal husbandry that widows fulfill their monetary needs,
. that mothers provide for the festivities of a marrying offspring, or that
.that
.
for a village fiesta. The com
comwomen are able to stand as .£.a2£iP~
.£.a2£iP~ .(
.< sponsors }),for
yvorking for wages
v,ages in the hacienda!
plementary male activity in this regard is working
haciend~
co-operative. During summer holidays young boys work in Pincos to earn money
v/hile young girls herd Hith
Hi th their mothers and
for next term's clothing, '/hile
receive clothing from their parents • .

do

School holidays occur at the time of the yearly cycle when labour is most
needed for herding. This is the rainy. season. When
Vlhen the cornfields
corn fields are
planted in the village. and have begun to sprout and grow,
grow" there is no room
room to
keep the animals. Rules and regulations controlling conflicts over one 'family's
family's
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be~n a kind of transhumance, in which tiny grass huts are built
blem has be~n
childhigher up the mountain. In these huts, or chosas, the mothers and the child
ren live for an extended period of time which varies from up to nine months
for those from the upper regions of Antaccasa to five months for those from
the lower regions of Matapuquio. The chosas are grouped in specific areas
traditionally prescribed. Some of these areas lie on the lands of the former
hacienda at Pincos which has meant that the men of these families, in order
to ensure pasture rights, have had to work at Pincos. Other pasturelands lie
on land owned formerly by the neighbouring hacienda, Palmira, which has meant
that men of these families have had to work at Palmira for a prescribed number
of days every year in order to obtain pasture rights. All of the families in
the lower village have their traditional pasture lands on Pincos territory and
most of those in the upper village have their traditional pasture lands on
territory owned by the hacienda at Palmira. The chosas are arranged by the
matrilineal principle in which sisters, mothers/daughters and mothers' sisters/
sisters' daughters group together. Looking up the mountainside at the chosas
matrilocal groups are laid out spatially. They help one another guard the
animals and co-operate in cooking; they form an intimate social setting
associated with ~ living in contrast to the dangerous, spirit-inhabited_
mountain-tops which are here very close.
Turns are taken in staying over-night in the chosas. For fear of robbery
in their houses, in the village and in their fields, it is deemed desirable to
vvell as one staying in the
have someone always in the house to guard things as well
chosa to guard and care for the animals. For this reason older daughters are
highly valued to share the burden. There is much to-ing and fro-ing between
the chosas and the actual village on the one hand as well as great traffic
between the valley bottom and the village on the other. Though most men work
at the hacienda for a week at a time, living in the quarters provided for
them, there is no room there for the young boys who are nevertheless working
who
as extra help. At the same time there is a significant number of men 'ivho
either have not managed to find accomodation at Pincos
Pineos or who do not care for
the extremely crowded and insanitary conditions available. In the evening
the women come dc~n from the mountain tops and the men come up from the
valley bottom. They meet in their shared domain, the village.
by focusing on the
As is often the case in anthropological field work, by
exceptions, on the deviant, we can learn much about the ideal-that which is
vvere women from Matapuquio, these
accepted as the proper woman's role. There were
being without exception from the lower village, who had moved to Pincos with
dmvn on with contempt by th~ community.
their husbands. They were looked down
Living in Pincos was considered an evil, slovenly, non-Indian way of life.
This was seen to be manifested in the Vlomen
women who lived there. In Pincos life
is more easier for the women. With no animals to take care of, no fields to
plant, guard, and harvest, they are responsible only for the tiny room in
the Pincos barrack, where they live, and for their children. These women
have chosen to live outside what F.G.Bailey (1971) calls the 'moral community'.
~!izo, the extra
extraThis concept can best be understood in opposition to the ~!izo,
communi ty, the outside world which is integral to an understanding of the
community,
Indians' position, and of the Indian woman's role within that position.
In Latin American literature, a mestizo is theoretically defined as a
person with mixed Indian and white blood. In other words, the term is
h~vever, it is not the racial
presented as a biological category. In reality, h~vever,
but the cultural manifestations that define the category. A person who
appears white but lives in Indian style is an Indian while a person who
appears Indian but whm lives a white man's life style is considered a white.
Culturally speaking a mestizo is one who falls between the ~vo categories
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of Indian and white, though culturally trying to achieve 'whiteness'.
'"yhiteness'io 'Whereas
it is culturally Indian to speak quechua, go barefoot, live in a village, hold
certain religious beliefs in addition·to
present, in Catholic doctrine
addition 'to those present.
and to hold women in esteem, a @..esti~2will
Tikely'in .,
@.esti~2will speak Spanish' (most Tikelyln
addition to quechua),wear shoes and white trousers, will live in town, be more
or less literate, most likely not an agricultural worker,
vlorker, andwill
andvlill hold womert
women
in c,ontempt.
c.ontempt. A third category which might be set between the Indian and that
of the mestiz.9
speak some Spanish and are
mestiz2 embraces those who wear shoes, speak
li
terate, but who still live in an Indian community and are involved vdth
with
literate,
agricultural work. This is the category of the cholo. The three categories Indian, cholo, and mestizo-are not mutually excl-;;iw
rather' be
excl~;i;e but should rather
seen as existing ori.
fal+ vdthin more than
on a continuum. A single person can fal+withinmore
one category or rather can move between categories as the situation demands.
demands •."'
A mestiz9.
mestiz9., is sometimes called a ~,aterm which defines' a particular kind
of male behaviour pattern stressing toughness,
hard drinking, and male comrade
comradetoughness,hard
ship, and within which woman is merely the source
Murce of satisfaction for male
sexuali ty. The ~.
behaviour pattern is one accepto',
accepte'. by meatizo women, but
~,behaviour
it is not acceptable to Indian women. The cholo 1NOmen
1!lOmen ~;,Lving
~;.Lving in Pincosspeak
Spanish, Vlear
Hear shoes, buy all their clothes and most of their food. They are
much more mobile, having access to Pincos cars driving in and out· of tovm.
tmm.
They have a tendency to take produce from the co-operative, s'elling it in
Andahuaylas for their own.
own cash needs.
In the specific case of Matapuquio we
Vie see the men acting as the
necessary intermediaries between the Indian moral community and the outside
mestizo world. The men act in two cultural contexts. They are Indians in the
village and cholos in the valley. Because the mesti~anizedform
mesti~anizedform of male
behaviour as idealized in the macho is very degrading in the eyes of the Indian
lIVe'in such surroundings must be bad. In fact
woman, any woman choosing to lIV;'Tn
life at Pincos-male life at Pincos-is characterized by tough drinking,brawls
drinking, brawls
and illicit sex. In this sense the Indian women can be seen as the guardians
of Indian culture.
,
~
•..eng
They are the ones largely responsible fo,;:
fo,;:~'
•. :'ng the children and
they. are the ones that would be forced to accept a degr't;,ded
degr't;.ded position in
relation to men by integrating with the outside world.
To summarize the spatial arrangement of the woman's domain, we can say
that greater altitude in the terrain represents a purer area of women's
'v omen, s
activity. The valley bottom, the area of pure male activity, is conceptual
conceptualized as being opposed to the Indian woman's ideal of equal status with men
both materially and socially. The middle area in the spectrum is the actual
village shared by men and women. The upper village, Antaccasa, is associated
wi
th more traditional Indian values and there is the lower village, Matapuquio,
with
where the women are perhaps less associated with the upper regions due to the
transhumance necessarY,and where the men have greater ties
shorter period of transhurnance
to the hacienda at Pincos.
TheIm~~ct
The
ImE.~ct of the

Peru~ianLand
Peru~i.an
Land Reform

on the Woman's Role

Compl~
Compl~

To begin a discussion of the impact of the land reform on women's roles,
we must underline a few basic differences between the two moieties existing in
village of Matapuquio. These diff~rences
diff~rences are based first 'and
and foremost on
the village.
the traditional life-style more present in Antaccasa than in Matapuquio.Here
MatapuCluio.Here
greater flexibility in division of labour.
I have in mind specifically the greater.
Though it is most markedly the women of Antaccasa who arrange their phosas
~chosas
year after year together with their matrilineal kin, the men from Antagoasa
Men are present in
have a greater role to play in maintaining the~.
the~.
tho pasturolands aro {Senerally
the chosas of Antaccasa. Becauso the
Benerally closer +0
c!).osa ,life
,Iif,o ·,l,asts
'.1.asts for a gteatnr 'part of tho'
hoqop,nOocauso. c!),osc!'
tho'year for~ those

year
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Antaccasa, the men have much easier access to this typic&lly re~ale
Because Antaccasa has a prolonged herding period and, generally speaking,
more animals perramily, men have a greater role to play simply to get the
work done. Though probably all men in the village know how to spin, it is
looked upon as a specirically female activity. When a woman dies, her
~pindle is buried with her.
~pindle
A man from the lower village would be mmbarrassed
to be seen spinning, yet it was not uncommon to see an Antaccasa man sitting
away, seemingly undisturbed by our
in front of his wife's ch_?sa
ch_()sa spinning away;
presence.

The traditional life-style present in Antaccasais reinforced by the
are away from home less. Antaccasa has more land per family as
fact that men areaway
well as more animals. This means that there
tl:ere is simply more work to be done at
home. There are several examples of families moving from Antaccasa to
Matapuquio. Life in the lower village is considered to be easier. Fire wood
does not have to be hauled up so far, and travelling distances to work are not
so great. We should remember here the difference between the upper regions
of Antaccasa and the lower regionsof Matapuquio of about a thousand metres.
When another thousand metres are added on to this to reach the valley bottom,
it is a considerable climb. In the lower village the interplay between man
and woman in doing a task is less evident simply because the men are not
around as much. Women have much greater responsibility over the fields and
take care of the animals almost exclusively. Work in Pincos has a much
stronger draw on the men.
Pincos has for the men of the lower village
The greater attraction that Pineos
cannot be explained simply in terms of proximity. It is partially tied in
manifeswith factors present under the hacienda system, and partially it is a manifes
tation of changes occuring within the village because of the land reform and
Pincos into a co-operative.
the transformation of the hacienda Pineos
The factors present under the hacienda system have been touched upon
necessa~,in order
before. The haciendas in the valley of Pin
Pinecos
os found it necessa~,in
to ensure a steady work force, to acquire ownership over the otherwise use
useless pasturelands high up in the mountains far from the haciendas themselves.
pasture lands was exchanged for labour. If you did not work you had
Access to pasturelands
to pay, and no one had the money. In actuality the work force living in
Matapuquio was split between the two haciendas of Pincos and Palmira. What
is important here is that under the land reform the newly formed co-operatives
both at Pincoa
Pincos and Palmira did not see fit
fit. to return the pasturelands to the
village but perpetuated the haci~nda
haci~nda system.
All those wishing to pasture
their animals on Pincos lands had to become members of the co-operative of
aniu~IB on landa
lande bolonging to
Pincos and all those wishing to faaturo their aniu~IB
Palmira had to become members of the co-operative ofPalmira.
of Palmira. This has meant
that most men in Antaccasa are members of Palmira, and most men in Matapuquio
are members of Pincos.
Under the land :r'eform
~eform law the yearly profit is divided equally amongst
the members - and I emphasize members. Pincos is the only co-operative with
any profit to divide, and this has been quite considerable. Though members
Pincos far a set wage
of the co-operative of Palmira are allowed to work at Pineos
,a cut in the profits.
equal to that of the members,they fumt ha.ve rights to .a
Unfortunately Palmira, since it was established as a co-operative in 1974, has
had au~h financial difficulty that
that often it has not had the money even to pay
Pinoos,
wages, much less to provide any profit. Consequently the members of Pineos,
Silln
largely living in Matapuquio, have the opportunity to bring hmme a large smn
of money at the end of each fiscal year. This possibility is closed to all
Antacc~sa.
non-members, which includes most of the men from Antacc~sa.
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to the members. The administration and decision-making which takes
place in the co-operative can only be carried out by the co-operative members.
Thus, where a leadership vacuum existed before the refonn, suddenly the
~ommuneros have been given a whole range of leadership possibilities
member ~ommuneros
and a power base within the co-operative which directly affects the situation
in the village. It is not surprising then that many of the projects spearheaded
and financially supported by the co-operative have greater benefit for those
in the lower village, for those members with the vote.
belon~
belon~

The increased possibilities of leadership and the increased access to
capital are creating a virtual woman's sphere in the lONer village where the
men are absent for weeks at a time. Before the land reform the women in the
lower village had equal (though different) access to money. Now with their
men able to earn large sums of money in a sphere in which they are not
allowed to operate, and with the increased absence of the men from life in the
lower village, these women are being tied more and more to the house and the
fields. The purAly:female domain. in the lower village is undergoing a shift
hording is a co
coof emphasis to the area of activity in the village. i7heroas
~heroaB herding
operative woman's activity in which women sit together in groups spinning
while their animals graze, life in the village is a much more isolated affair
in which the women are cut off from their neighbours by the surrounding fields.
This new emphasis on the home as the woman's sole responsibility fits in all
too well with the mestizo image of women as docile, invisible and secluded in
their n;';
n;; political and economic base emerging in the ~est~
!llest~
the home. With thEiir
world, men from the lower village are bound to tend to adopt this image of
woman.
It would be a mistake,h~/ever, to envisage the upper village as untouched
by such drastic changed as have occurred under the land reform. The changes
here are more subtle though, more elusive, and something of a matter for
speculation on my part. The most important part of the changing world for
the Quechua women of the upper village is the increasing encroachment by the
co-operative on their pasture-lands. One of three goals of the land reform
was to increase agricultural production. With increasing demand from the
coastal populations in Lima, the potato has now become a profitable crop to
grow. With more and more of the upper lands being cultivated, it is becoming
difficult for the women of lmtaccasa
p.ntaccasa to find sufficient pasture. This
problem is exa.cnrbated by the fact that cattle have become so important a
part of the economy of the upper village that the women are allowing their
herds to grow tom big. Overgrazing is the obvious result, causing friction
withtn
witbtn the upper village but, more important, a sense of frustration over the
intrusion of events from the outside which they cannot control.
Up to this point I have outlined the differing impact the land reform
is having on women from the upper and lower village of Matapuquio. It is a
picture in which some of the women are being more and more tied to the home
and in which all of the women ar~ having their traditional access to money
threatened by the co-operative, whether directly or indirectly. There are,
however, several other areas in which the land reform is having an impact on
the woman's role in a general sense.
As the co-operative are part of the man's domain, the impact of the
land reform on the woman's role is best explained by first discussing
changes within the predominantly male life at Pine
os and Palmira. What I
Pincos
have specifically in mind here are new systems of leadership. The Quechuas
have a basically acephalous social organization with very little village-wide
decision-making going on. Through the co-operative system of elected
officers, individuals are made leaders, leaders that can influence the lives
of many, both at the co-operative level and the village level. They are made
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has little ~ffect
~ffect on the power that they wield during their term of office.
It is a completely new system, and one which certainly will have far-reaching
consequence~
all over Peru. What is of greatest interest
consequence~ for village life allover
here· is the sudden exclusion of women from the decision-making process.
for us here
Before the land reform, decisions made at the hacienda were law and they lay
of Indian influence, wven though they often had
completely outside the sphere of·Indian
a great impact on Indian life. Village decisions were made in an open forum
in which men and women together reached a consensus. Even when official
decisions were taken, in which one vote was allowed for the head of each
family, it was a vote cast in consultation with and with the approval of the
women. The women had a definite part in deciding on how the vote wouid be
cast. But as the norms of the E12!l::li!2
~::li!2 world invade the village more and more,
through the operation of the co-operatives, the women are losing their role
in the decision-making process. It is the men who gain the experience on how
to handle themselves in the election process, on how to debate an issue, on
how best to present their candidate. The women are left more and more on
the sidelines even in deciding village issues. Here the impact of the land
reform is similar for women from the upper and lower villages. They are being
pressured out of the political arena of village life.
I have attempted to present the Quechua Indian woman's domain in a spatial
context, and then to examine how
hm~ her role is being changed within this domain
by the impact of the Peruvian land reform. I have tried to describe hmv
how the
ecological setting on the slopes of the Andes can be seen as a spatial image
of the actual social organization of the Quechua Indians. In discussing
the impact of the land reform, I have sought to indicate how the balance and
symmetry both within the spatial image and within the social organization of
the village is being altered drastically. Where before men and women stood
on an equal footing economically and politically, through the resources
available after the land reform, the men have suddenly been given the upper
hand. Where the spatial imagery once reflected a balance between man's
domain and woman's domain, with a neutral meeting ground in the village
proper, now the picture is unbalanced with the lower village becoming a
woman's domain and the upper village becoming more and more isolated from
the other moiety. Wolf summarizes the situation we have found in Matapuquio:
Confronted by the contrasts between the mobile and the traditional,
the nation-oriented and the community-oriented, village .life is riven
by contradictions and conflicts, conflicts not only between class
neighbourgroups but also between individual families or entire neighbour
hoods. Such a community will inevitably differentiate into a
number of unstable groups with different orientations and interests
(E.Wolf 1971).
Sarah Skar
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